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As for the grammal, an explanation line is not enough to explain a grammatical aspect. The sessions last 30 minutes, but for what he saw, the Chinese natives are not teachers. When on the 8belt platform Vã El Pinyin did not understand anything. That is the word. You are reading a free preview The Páginas 207 to 210 are not shown in this preview. I
also believed an online course in this case to teach the Chinese. It shows that a lot of pasta has been left in design the platform. You are reading a free preview of pages 159 to 181 are not shown in this preview. It was in a LinkedIn group where they presented it as a world that guaranteed Chinese to speak in so only 8 months. And this 8belts course I
see very lazy for what it costs and what it deserves, which is to speak Chinese. You are reading a free preview The Páginas 296 to 299 are not shown in this preview. The members of the Chinese groups on LinkedIn are experts in China who study and have lived in China, so that the advertising of 8belts did not have the little one that was expected.
And the 8belts course is 80 hours. You can give a "next" one without responding to the tests, etc. In this sense they leave you a little thrown because there is no one who can explain it to you. He gave up convincing those who already know, those who live in China and went to the new ones, we go to the Pardillitos. Those that Chinese would sue this
company as passed in Opening or Wall Street Institute. A very serious mistake since the only thing that exists unconsciously will be to advance without assimilating knowledge. When expanding the number of languages that they offer, it is more difficult for people to stay silent. You are reading a free previous view Páginas 22 to 52 are not shown in
this preview. And with a tone that the Chinese will not understand you. And Chinese grass has nothing to do with Spanish or It has a series of parameters that work by objectives. objectives. people, say, from the street without any qualification. It should not be said that these comments are from people interested in the company with false emails. If I
don't see the Chinese fiery, I don't know what it means. icon-deshtop The platform is quite simple and does not force you to strive. Therefore, I get discouraged from these world in line. They know nothing about China, their culture, or language, or anything about the Chinese world. I am preparing to pass the HSK 5 Chinese exam and I am fucking.
You are reading a free preview of pages 260 to 266 are not shown in this preview. This is studied at the beginning when you go to Chinese classes but then irremediably you have to change to divide Chinese. And this is a simple example, but there are many cases where several errors are pronounced the same and that appear in the same phrase.
Some are very discouraging to see how people lose their money and time in this online academy. Translating the slogan of Anxo would stay in; â € œPrende English in 3 with 10 minutes on day 8bels is not a language academy, it has no physical place or teachers, it is simply a world of Chinese teaching, according to the founder of 8belts. The creator
of the whole 8belts affirms that the Spanish ambassador to Pekíen learned Chinese thanks to him. And English is a very studied language in the world, there are very few people who do not know something of English and grammar. Someone is needed to explain it well and not a phrase simply. Subscal â € “A Mã Channel of YouTube with two balls, seã
± or. And both students and English teachers think about this world. Tãa Asã, after the first attempt in the LinkedIn group, changed strategy and hired a group for their communication department. Those who wrote those comments were people who knew perfectly how difficult it is to reach a minimum level of Chinese. Understanding is very And the
pronouncement to take this platform is not for rockets. If an ambassador to Pekãƒân has learned Chinese after 25 years thanks to an online course, it is to run the former ambassador to cap. But the best thing is that there are famous people in Spanish who studies in 8belts and then promote it. An 8belts in English. These new people do not know
where they get into and that is why they are very important and do not complain. They do not know how to say a correct phrase in Chinese, the life that is on YouTube are painful nothing is understood at all. You Loading Previews Roly, Preview Is Currently Unavilable. Your system is basically learning the most used words in Chinese and discarding
the least used. They are not prepared to solve doubts or things of grammatic. I wish I would have applied its mãƒâ © all of marketing with my online Spanish course. I have to see the character. To learn Chinese, you have to face it by all the means you can, go to Chinese academies is mandatory, see movies in Youku, practice with Chinese, study at
home, write many characters, etc. I knew 8belts.com casãƒâ from its prayers. In times of crisis, you have to admire entrepreneurs who risk their money to create projects. If we use the mãƒâ all of 8belts we will not know what meaning it has since they do not teach Chinese characters. And if they don't return the money. In the university in China we
have up to two months only focused on the pronouncement. A very good marketing plan, but that is to fish people and sign up. So that I am quite understanding, but for this system I will improve many things. So, they do not go anymore there of simple basic phrases that are not enough to have an A1 level. You can also try to hire an online Chinese
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that one can learn Spanish in 8 months I seemed a little heavy. The people who point do not think that 8belts is a scam but quite the opposite. You can also go see the Vãƒâdeos de Tamayo or MRS A and read the YouTube comments. I want to be a bit open, it is a new mãƒâ © all of Chinese teaching people and I want to put myself in their skin. And this
is the best. So, when you go slowly, you can give it speed and give it all the time to ã ¢ â € They want to know how many are my opinions about 8belts. I believe that with 8belts it will end up learning about 100 words. They also write me by email giving their opinions. You are stewed and you eat it. You In the academies of a lifetime you have your
Chinese teacher to explain what you do not understand. Putered I don't know what they said. The whole course is to appear and does not deepen the language. icon-skypeâ best of all are classes by Skype to practice with a Chinese native what you have learned. Or as the differences between ã§âšâšâš, ã ¥ â¾â— and ã ¥ â ° explain since it is
pronounced the same ã‚â «deã‚â». You I am aware of the hours to be thrown to know that in 8 months it is totally impossible to learn Chinese. Different doing so without avoiding threats. Here there is not even the ã ¢ â € âœ tatoã ¢ â € â. Study Chinese with Pinyin (our alphabet) will not help you many characters that are written the same in Pinyin
and with the same tone. The Creator of 8belts, Anxo Pãƒâ © rez has done it although in my opinion it passed a little braking. They will not know how to place the capital of China on the map or tell you who is its president. Comments as this is impossible, what a thymus, and several complaints can be read. Note: Yes more opinions read about 8 belts, in
the comment section there are all kinds. And if we don't give back the money the Spanish who knows the most about Chinese issues told us in class that 3 hours of Chinese are equivalent to 1 hour of English in effort. The comments I see over there in favor of 8belts are so students who are totally deceived. That's the least. the platform is divided into
several areas, such as water, fire, land and in each practice the hearing, conversation and Chinese vocabulary. only that and no more since to advance, especially in grammar, they need to see the Chinese character. I was going to subway for a little gossip but I found these videos of youtube from a student there, which explains it very well. the system
marks you a study goals that you have to meet every day. You think he knows something to say three sentences, but the only thing that would be to repeat meaningless sounds. It's a very old trick. I have received several emails arranged by the Chinese 8Belts course that ensures you speak Chinese in 8 months. There are other places where you can
practice Chinese spoken for free. You can say a Chinese phrase that understands you, but if you don't understand the Chinese answer, it's no use to you all the effort. and so, it is so successful and has not yet seen negative opinions about 8Belts. oted is reading a free preview the pages 381 to 469 are not shown in this preview. It doesn't exist but I
didn't ruin it. a lot of hours you have to kick him out just to learn it in 8 months. oted is reading a free preview pages 356 to 366 are not shown in this preview. icon-book first, you can't learn Chinese in 8 months. and considering that the creator of the course has only spent a couple of months in China, and I don't think he has even the level 1 of the
official language title of Chinese (hsk,) because everything is said. I saw an interview where the journalist "supplicated" the creator ofHe did it for English. It only focuses on the writing in pinyin, that is, the Latin writing romanized to be able to pronounce the words. icon-edit I did not see many explanations of Chinese grammar or pronunciation. You
can download the paper by clicking on the button above. Read and write Chinese writing consumes a long time, 8Belts lets it go. You are reading a free preview Pages 65 to 129 are not shown in this preview. And that's why they're not aware of how difficult it is to speak in Chinese. You may think you know how to speak Chinese, but the truth is that
you can't say more than 10 courtesy phrases. You have to recognize that the design is pretty cool. “Learn Chinese in 8 months with 30 minutes a day. To try to get closer, 8Belts remove writing in writing, Chinese culture, read in appearance, Chinese history. And from there, you can see that they come out in all the Spanish online newspapers, and
they have good references. That level would not last 10 seconds of conversation with a Chinese in China. Those who ask me want to start studying Chinese and found this company online. An English spice with 1,000 words. You are reading a free preview Pages 278 to 287 are not shown in this preview. Preview.
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